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Reasons, Evermore
I don't know who you are;
I don't know who you'll be,
But it seems to me somehow
That our paths have crossed before...

I met you in some far off time;
We were not who we've become,
And as you float towards your rebirth,
I know we're here for a reason.

Was I your brother's only son?
Were you my best friend back in school,
Or strangers from far-sundered lands?
Once we met, our lives were altered for evermore.

Are you here to teach me strength?
Am I here to test your faith?
Should I right some forgotten wrong?
Will you pay me back for some forgotten revelation?

Our antique kindnesses are done;
Our ancient hurts are lost in time;
Bought and sold a million times:
Karma worth more than a mountain's weight of gold.

I don't know who you are;
I don't know who you'll be,
But I'll see you once again,
And our paths have crossed before...

Yes, I'll see you once again
With a love that lasts forever – for evermore.

What They Want
He's lost another girl;
No, he don't want to be careful.



He thinks the whole damn world
Is just as shallow and hateful;
Which makes it easier to keep his conscience
Buried deep & cold,
'Cause he don't want it;
No, he don't need its constant scoldings.
Yeah, he's much cooler
If he don't care 'bout things like
The weight of his actions.
No, he don't want it!

She lost another friend;
Yeah, they're all just useless baggage.
She can't remember when
She used to think them a privilege,
'Cause it's much easier to let the drama
Turn her heart to lead,
'Cause she don't want it;
No, she don't need its endless yearnings.
Yeah, she's much chicer
When she don't have to care 'bout
Their needs or their feelings.
No, she don't want 'em!

Sometimes it's easier to let our souls fall by the wayside.
You know, we never wanted to let ourselves wind up this way.
Maybe if we listen a minute and let our hearts speak like they used to,
We'll find that the world doesn't spin around our bloated egos.

No, he don't want it,
And she don't want it.
No, they don't want to care 'bout anything,
And they don't want to care 'bout anyone.
Yeah, they don't want to care at all.
No, they don't want to care at all.

Sometimes it's easier to let our souls fall by the wayside.
You know, we never wanted to let ourselves wind up this way.
Maybe if we listen a minute and let our hearts speak like they used to,
We'll find that the world doesn't spin around our bloated egos.

We have to want it...

House a Home
Home...
One of those words you – you think you know just what it means;
But you know...you know that you don't;



Not in any intellectual, encyclopaedic sense, you don't.
Nonetheless, you feel it: in your heart, in your gut, and in your bones.

Solid walls...
Sturdy roof...
Cozy bed...
Material manifestations we call Home.

Clean well,
Cool and sweet...
Warm hearth...
Timeless indications that we're Home.

Although...
You could give me all these things, lay them on a silver tray before me;
If I don't have you, the whole ensemble couldn't lure me,
'Cause walls are only frigid stone, a roof is one step from a tomb.
You fill my hearth up with the everlasting fire of your soul!

Solid walls...
Sturdy roof...
Cozy bed...
Material manifestations we call Home.

Clean well,
Cool and sweet...
Warm hearth...
Timeless indications that we're Home.

And so...
I sit beside my fire, the moon is rising high above;
Watching stars describe their flight bright as this new joy I'd never known.
Autumn dew: the air I breathe, poignant as this holy love.
Flowing through this living night, now I know what makes this house a Home.
Flowing through this living night, now I know what makes this house a Home.

Galminas
There's a place in my heart where the seeds are sown.
Maybe you'd never know it from the way I'm growing, but...
Nonetheless, as time goes on, I can't help wondering:
Will my green shoots sprout up when this winter turns to spring?

These quiet moments are so few and far between;
Your virgin breath: a Sacred Truth I know I'd never seen.
Now gazing forward through the swiftly, swiftly flowing years:
I see you sorrow, your doubt and pain, and I feel my burning tears.



Dig down deep...
Roots in stone;
Mother Earth...
Hearth and Home.

Chained down by fear, tortured by legions of doubt,
Staring at a darkened world; the Light of Hope was almost out.
Imperceptible at first amid the roaring of the wind:
The music of a mounting truth, the Forging to begin.

Lost in the dark & lonely, twisted Forest of Time.
My bleeding heart was hard and cold from all my crimes, you know.
A sudden brightness lights the world from above;
A mountain climbs out of the mist: the Beacon-Fire of your Love!

Build it up...
Stone by stone;
Spiral high...
Tower grows.

There's a place in my heart where the seeds are sown.
Maybe you'd never know it from the way – from the way I'm growing, but
The past at least reminds me of that beautiful thing:
The mighty tree that sprang forth from the Earth in this vivid Spring.

The howling of the night has passed, the demons banished now.
In this quiet moment of your truth, my furrowed brow:
A testament to all the times I stumbled on the way;
A tower stands upon the hill, vigilant in the dawning day...
A tower stands upon the hill, vigilant in the dawning day.

Strong and tall...
Roots in stone;
Galminas...
Guide us Home.

Strong and tall...
Roots in stone;
Galminas...
Guide us Home.


